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[English]

I beg to move:
"That this House disapprnves of
the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Activities (Amendment) Ordinance. 1990 (Ordinance No. 5
of 1990) promulgated by the President on the 30th July. 1990."
My objection is very simple. It is
because a good .and eminent colleague
like the Union Finance Minister is
there whose sense of parliamentary
propriety. none of us can better. My
objection rests principally on the
ground that both these Ordinances.
otherwise eminently necessary were.
in fact. promuIglted after the Parliament had been summoned and. I am
sure my good friend and senior colleague. the Union Finance Minister.
would appreciate that the point that
I am trying to make is not trivial.
He runs his Ministry with great efficiency and great dedication.
These
simple Ordinances are the extension
of those very provisions for another
period of time to which we object.

Surely. the Secretariat of tho Ministry could have well envisaged that
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now these need to be extended and this
the House will take up Items 8 to 11 very step. even through an Ordinance.
together for discussion. May I sug- could have been taken before the Pargest that Shri J aswant Singh may liament has been summoned.
move both statutory resolutions standing in his name at Serial Numbers 8
I leave this at that because that is
and 10 and then spelk? Either Prof. not a matter for discussion just now
Madhu Dandavate or Shri Anil Shas- and I am conscious that when I make
tri may move for consideration of this submission perhaps it is not the
the two Bills in his name at Serial time when it would be fashionable
to talk of it considering the constraint
Numbers 9 and 11.
that we have on balance of payments
SHRIJ..t\SWANT SJNGH,..(Jodh- and foreign exchange requirements
and I would like the Union Fmance
pur) :
I beg to move:
Minister to
examine whether it is
"That this House disapproveli of Foreign Exchange Regulation Act as
the Prevention of Illiclt Traffic such or whether COFEPOSA which
in Narcotic Drugs and Psycho- is bow it is spoken of now. had now
tropic Substances (Amendment) not subserved their purpose as the
Ordinance. 1990 (Ordinance No. physical restraints on the conservation
4 of 1990) promulgated by the or control d. forehm exchange.
We
President on the 30th July. 1990." are not now required to apply om'
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minds afresh on these aspects because,
for example, in the last para, one of the
provisions is that we must encourage
the flow of foreign funds in the country. That is one of the provisions.
That is not under discussion.
I am
just suggesting. I am confident that
the hone Minister has said that if that
was applied perhaps it is time that
these two regulations merited some
reconsideration.
My objection was simple and technical. I have stated it in precisely
four minutes that I had sought from
you.
Thank you.
THE MINISTER OF FINANCE
(PROF. MADHU D,AND.AVATE):
DO you want me to speak just now?
Others can speak. Are there speakers?
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:
There are.

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Act, 1988. be taken
into consideration."
"That the Bill further to amend
the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act, 1974.
be
taken into consideration."
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motions
moved:
"That this House disapproves of
the Prevention of Illicit Traffic
in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1990 (Ordinance No.
4 of 199<» Promulgated by the
President on the 30th July, 1990."
"That the BiII further to amend
the Prevention of Illicit Traffic in
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Act, 1988, be taken
into consideration."

Yes.

"That this House disapproves of
the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Activities (Amendment) Ordinance, 1990 (Ordinance No.5 of
1990) promulgated by the President on the 30th July. 1990."

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE:
In that case. I will speak.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:
you have to move the Bill.

But

PROE MADHU DANDAVATE:
There have been precedents on both
of them. I sawall the parliament
proceedings. After statutory resolution is moved. the general discussion
goes on. That is what I say.

"That the Bill further to amend
the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act, 1974. be
taken in~ consideration."

I will only move. As far as speakPROF. MADHU DANDAVATE:
ing is concerned. I will do it. This
Sir, as I said earlier, I only formally
is what I say.
moved the Bi11s for consideration. AfSince both the items are to be taken ter the speeches are over. I will speak.
up together. I would move both the
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes.
Bills for consideration.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Pleas~ ~~w ~_ Dr.,: Ch!nta Mohan to speak.
do so.
;.., -OR. CHINTA MOHAN (Tirupati):
PROF MADHU DANDAVATE . ,.
DeP.uty Speaker. Sir. as .far as
•
. thIS Ordmance No. 5 of 1990 18 concemed. it doesn't appear right to me
Sir. I beg to move:
"That the Bill further to amend that it should have been brought in
the Prevention of Dlicit Traffic in the form of an Ordinance. Prof.

M'!.
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case. Finally they say that there is
Dandavate. being a senior Parlia· no ev~dence for such types of cases.
mentarian knew tha t the term is going ~vell: If at all there is evidence. the
to be completed by 31st July. There- lDlpnsonment may be for two years.
fore.
instead of bringing it in J:Ie has stated in Section (9), Sub-Secthe form of an Ordinance, he should t~on (l) that there is place for detenhave brought it in the form of a Bill tion. People !aise ~r?~es of rupee:,
in the last Budget Ses~ion.
But for- through smugghng actIvItIes. For them
tunately or unfortunately he had a simple imprisonment or a fine of
brought it on 30th July. But before Rs. 500 will not matter. Please look
talking on this Ordinance, I would at the other neighbouring countries.
like to rc<:aU my experience in the T here. the imprisonment is' for 7 years
last Eighth Lok Sabha. When Prof. or 10 years. Why not the Minister
Dandavate was sitting in the Opposi- make such ~ort of an imprisonment
tion Benches whenever there was a app!icable in the case of FERA. In
question of Ordinance, he used to sectIOn 10 he has stated that the desay that resort to Ordinance is un- tention is for a minimum period of
democratic. He used to expreS5 his about two years. Instead of two
dissatisfaction always. But I do not years, he should have made it to 7.8
know why a senior Parliamentarian yean. By doing so, really we can try
like Prof. Madhu Dandavate brought to curb the FERA prob1ems here.
this Act in the form of an Ordinance. Bef?re coming to Parliament, I had
Some DRI
Instead of bringing it forward in the noticed a sman tbing.
form of an Ordinance, he should have Officer called a noted, bicr industriabrought it as a Bill in the last Budget list Shri Manu Chabria. He was calSession. Had he done so, we would led. But the industrialist has not
have been happy for that. Anyway, turned up. has not given his remarks.
he is sitting in the Treasury Benche~ i"his is the type of thing that is going
now. He can do anything. He can on. Prof. Dandavate is a senior Paruse Ordinances.
But the Ordinance liamentarian. He can use this Act to
should be used very sparingly. They ~urb such type of practices. But he
are using this Ordinance as a weapon h not doing anything. I WOUld, thereand trying to bulldoze the sanctity of tore. request him to m:.ike this law
more effective and see to it that someParliament.
So many Acts are
Sacondly.
the Foreign Exchange thing is done.
I would like to know what
Regulation Act of 1974 is there.
I there.
How is
do not know how far it is helpful. I t.!xactly he is trying to do.
would 1ike to know from the hon. he going to meet the Foreign ExI
Minister whether these acts really .:hange position of thh country?
want
to
know
the
detai1s
in
this
reserve the purpose to control the smuggling activities etc. going on in this gard.
country. I would like to know from
Sir. with these words. I disapprove
the bon.
Minister that in the 8-9
months time. how many FERA cases these types of Ordinances brought behave been booked and what action fore this Parliament. But as tbe acts
he has taken in this regard. To my are important to the country, I am
mind. it appears that some DRI offi- forced to accept them.
cers go and register the case and after
some time it will go to some other
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Before
Board or Appellate Board or some
call upon the Member to speak. 1
such thing. After that it goes to High may tell the House that there are
Court. and then to the Supreme Court amendments to the Bills which are
and like that. Ultimately a number moved. There is one amelldme!lt sugof years are being prolonged in this gested by Shri Girdhari La1 Bhargava.
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Another :amendment for circulation IS
by Shri Harish Rawat and the third
amendment for circulation is by Shri
Kusuma Krishna Murthy. T would
like to know whether they are moving
their amendments or not.

The drug addiction is a big threat
the entire nation and now it is a
global phenomenon. If I am permitted to say, I must say th3t it is a big
~hal1enge to the human
civilization.
So far, I have come to know that in
India drug peddling has been linked
Shri Girdhari LaI Bhargava-Not with arms smuggling and terrorism.
moving.
Delhi Police also have some evidence
of some known terrorists who have
Shri H3rish Rawat-Not moving
been involved in drug trafficking. The
Shri Kusuma Krishna Murthy-Not Commission on Narcotic Drugs noted
the existence of evidence in number
present.
of countries, supporting the conclusion
There are some amendments sug- that clear links exist in many parts
gested by the hon. Members. I would of the world between the drug trafficlike to know whether they are mo- king and terrorism and other organised criminal activities.
We know
ving their amendments or not.
that India was being increasingly used
Shri Girdhari LaI Bhargava-Not a 0;, a transit country for illicit drug
traffic in heroin originating in parts
moving.
of Middle East and South East Asia.
Shri Pyarelal Khandelwal-Not pre- Presently, I know there is evidence
that <.,ubstantial processing of opium
sent.
into difrerent stages of heroin is taking
Shri Harish Rawat-Not moving
place in this c.ountry.
Americans
and Italian m.lfia are playing a role
Shri Kusuma Krishna Murthy-Not here.
.&.nd th~ mafia connection is
present.
abo grcming.
~o

5,HRI PlY ARE LAL HANDOO
So fJT as the Annual Report of
(Anantnag) : I have also suggested the Ministry for the year 1989-90 is
an amendment. ..
concerned. I have seen that India
is one of the few countries which wa!l
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: May permitted to produce opium for exof
be. the amendments that you have port purposes.- The production
suggested are not for circulation. Indian opium naturally is export-oriented.
But the figures show that
They may be to the Clause').
there is a decline in the trend. The
Now I call Shri Ajoy Mukhopadh- challenge is coming from different
countries like USA. Turkey, etc.
yay to speak. ~ ~
"

_:.."t: .) - . . ' "

SHRI AJOY MUKHOPADHYAY
(Krishnagar)~Mr. Deputy-Speaker.
Sir. I rise to support the Bills which
have been placed here by the hon.
Finance Minister and which will simply repJace the ordinance. I am also
I)f the opinion that this Bill could have
been brought in the last session of the
Parliament itself. I would like to
make Borne comments with this observation.

In this Act. that is Narcotic Drugs
and Psvl.:hotropic Substances. Act 1985.
which 'was strengthened by amendments. we have seen that there is a
provision for forfeiture of property.
Even. there is a provision of death
sentence on second conviction in certain cases. But we do not know whether there is any single case of death
sentence so far. The measures to fight
back this danger of drug addiction
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dicate this social evil. which is growing. This is not a task of the Governshould be strengthened: there is no ment only. All the political organidoubt in it and there should not be sations as well as mass organisations
two opinions about it: but that is not have also got their duty to motivate
sufficient. Social awareness must be the people against the drug addiction.
created and the media should be uti- So, the Bills which have been placed
li~ed for this purpose more effectively here
and will replace the Ordinanand all the political parties and mass ces. must be enacted.
organisations should come forward to
LastI\,. I would also like to say that
save the nation from dlUg addiction. Because our future generation this tremendous ta~k..,f saving the
is gradually taking to the path of drug entire nation......... the civilisation-rests
addiction.
Govt. must take up '3 on everybody particularly the reprecomprehensive programme for this ~entatives of the people who have assembled here.
purpose.

I have told earlier that this hal
become a global phenomenon. USA
tops the list. I have gathered that
manufactured by exrert chemists. a
new wave of potent heroin analogue~
far more deadly than heroin itself is
sweeping USA. Designer drugs are
made by performing small alternations
in the molecular structure of a controlled substance. The result is that
the drug which is being produced is
thousand times more potent. than the
original. Yet technically those who
are producing this-the chemists-are
let scot free. because the drug which
is being newly produced. which is
thousand times more potent. is not
in the lists of drugs which are not per·
mitted. Lists of prohibited drugs are
coming out and in those lists this
drug is not there. It is a dangerou\
thing. In the recent past we have seen
that USA administration did not hesitate to make a naked armed invasion
in Panama on the plea that (Jen. Ma·
nuel Antonio Noriella was an interna.tional drug racketeer.
15.88 hrL

The country which tops the list in drug
trafficking is shamelessly attacldng the
other countries on that charge. They
are invading the other countries. This
is a paradox. I think. the Government
of India should be very firm to era-

[Trans/ation]

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (Almora):
Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir. I welcome
both these Bills which have been
brought forward with noble objectives
in mind.
I would like to urge upon
the hon. Finance M;nister to remove
the technical difficulties in the way
of implementing these Bills. by carrying out these two small amendments.
The consumption or usage of Narcotic!' and
psychotropic ~uhstances
which are termed as Drugs is increas.
mg day by day and the smuggle" are
indulging in drug trafficking on large
scale in a well-planned and organised
way.
Gradually it is emerging not
(mly as a threat to our social system
and economy but also to our sovereignily and
territorial integrity.
At
present. the coastal areas of Tamil
Nadu and the border areas of Gujarat
and Kashmir
arc among the most
vulnerable areas.
Despite the token
presence of the Customs Department
officials in these areas and with the
increased activities of the Army and
the para-military forces. it appears
that we arc not able to control drut
trafficking in the border areas and
that we have left it for the armed
forces to check these nefarious activities. Smuggling activities have increased considerably in the areas
bordering Nepal also.
Dro,I too
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have started arriving from Japan and organisations and they should be proother countries alongwith some other vided with the sophisticated equippetty items.
Even Drug Mafias ment and the latest operational techhave started operating in that areas. niques, methods, know-how etc. so
involved in drug
Drug trafficking was an unknown that the persons
phenomena in the Nainital District of peddling and trafficking may be apAt plesent the organiUttaT Pradesh but now there are prehended.
many such gangs involved in these sations entrusted with the responsiactivities on a large scale.
These bility of controlling and checking
gangs are having links with other drug trafficking are in ~osse5sion of
gangs working at national and inter- absolcte equipments which are unable
Further. the
national levels.
1 he House too is to dctect the offenders.
have modem machinery
anxious to know the number of such smugglers
incidents during this period. So I and the latest techniques to escape the
But it
would 1ike to request the hon. trap laid by the authorities.
Finance Minister
kindly to inform is al<;o a problem that whenever we
the House about the same because detect th~ techniques adopted by these
new gangs arc emerging day by day. smugglers and try to off<;et th~m. they
ThereIf action is initiated against the old come with new t\!~hniques.
timers in the trade, then their jack- fore I would like to urge upon that
straws continue with the~e activities we should devise a long term pJan on
by forming new gang~ with new which \h' may work and can claim
name".
Unfortunatel\'. sum!.: indi- without any hesitation that we wculd
viduals in the State ~lachinery too definitely be in a position to check
are hand 10 glove" with thl'm.
Thi'i ond control the drug trafficking.
is posing a threat to our very socia1
fabric.
The number of young dnlg
I would like to impress upon the
addicts in Delhi is rapidly increasing hon. Minister two main points. First·
due to the easy availability of drugs ly it h nccess:lfY to improve the conin the capital. These are ca ... ily avail- ditions of those drug de-addiction
able even to Junior High School and centres. psychiatric treatment centres
High School c;tudents.
Someone and "oluntary organisations engaged
positively might be knowing about it: in the work of de-addiction psychiatric
the policc might be knowing ubout treatment and Voluntary organisations
such things taking pJace under its engaged in the work of de-addiction
nose. but we never hear abi.)ut the and -rehabilitation of drug addicts.
arrest of any notorious gang or per- 1 won't \ay that there is a need to
son involved in such activities.
Even open more such centres in Delhi but
most of those apprehended across the it is necessary to improve the comliborders are jackstrawli through \\'hom tion of those already engaged in the
internations Mafia carry out their field.
The Government on its part
nefarious activities.
This ic; the con- Oi\hould not be found wanting, even
dition in Bombay too.
Even our uir if there is need to provide them v.ith
routes are not spared and many peo- additional financial assistance.
Speple coming from Singapore and Thai- cially there is a need t::J promote such
land are actively involved in drug organisations which arc
devoting
trafficking and the number of such their encflzctic activities exclusively
cases too are on the incre.lse. There- for thi~ purp(.)<;e ~ecause they arc infore. it is necessary to revitalise the deed doin!! a commendable work.
need to enc.QUrage such
organisations entrusted with the work There i'i
of checking such activities. The best organjs~ltion<; working in other states
Arrangements siDlllar to
POSsible trairung should be imparted as well.
to the oJBcers and other staff of these those in Delhi should be made in
22-3 Lss/ND/90
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other states also.
Drug addiction is
gaining ground in the border and
coastal areas of the country, where
such phenomena was unheard of.
once, the names of some drugs. which
were totally unknown for us, are
quite common for the ylHlth of those
These (lrogs are openly sold
areas.
even in the hostels of small colleges.
Recently I came across 4-5 such cases
These
in my constituency also.
drugs have become popular in areas
where such things were never heard
of.
Therefore. I would like to urge
upon the hone Minister to provide
more assistance to v0luntary organisations working all out to check this
ever growing menace.
Alongwith
this, steps should a l~,o be taken to improve the condition of De-addiction
centres being run by the Government.
Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir, I wC'uId
like to draw the attention of the hon.
Minister towards the opium producers.
Poppy is grown by farmers
on a large scale in some areas of
Uttar Pradesb.
The Government
controls their production and maintains a strict vigilance over those
areas.
However, despite an this, the
smugglers make such fool-proof arrangements in some villages that ultimately even
the average farmers
who hand over all their produce to the
Government falls victims of slander
and infamy.
I would like to urge
upon the Government to find out
ways and means to provide these farmers with alternative vocations and
if finances are necessary for this purpose. the Government !'hould make
the necessary arran'tem~nts in consultation with the State Government.
Along with this. the Government
should also ensure that poppy is grown
only on state-owned farms and not
on fal'Dl& owned by individual farIn this regard arrangements
mers.
should also be made to provide the
necessary incentives to farmers opting
I
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hood.
poppy cultivation has been a tradi.
tional occupation of the people.
I
talked to some persons there and
came to know that they have been
practising this vocation, since the time
they were unaware of its ill effects
and its harmfulness and that on tbis
part. they don't do anything wrong
but some middlemen and trader~ force
them to do wrong things and as a
result. they have been accused and
held responsible in some cases and
thus have
become infamou'i too.
Therefore, if the Government after
ha\ ing talks with them gets them engaged in the cultivation of other ClOps.
they may earn more.
Tht'y themselves say that instead of taking preventive action against them or chasing them under the law. if the Government makes alternative arr3ng~ments
for them, they are prepared to abandon poppy cultivation.
There is an
urgent need to attack the very foundations of this growing menace. With
these words I ~upport these two Bills.
DR. LAXMINARAYAN PANDEY A (Mandsaur):
Mr. DeplUy
Speaker. Sir, I would like to submit
my views vcy briefly in support of
both these Bills.
I would like to
draw your attention towards certain
points as this Bill ~eeks to increase
the ban for a period of three more
years.
Since 5Imuggling has become
a vocation for thousands of people
who are illegally (."ngaged in it, it has
assumed not only an inter-state but
also an international dimension.
All
the measures which are being taken to
stop this iJI ega I international trade.
have proved futile.
As a result, its
m effects are increasing in society day
by day and a number of evils have
come up.
Today, narcotics like
Hashish. Heroin, Brown sugar are
being sold openly in the market. One
can have smack even from a pan
stall.
But you seem to have neither
the capacity nOT the will to stop

an
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this.
The international gangs have
come up despite your all efforts to
stop them.
We have read in a newspaper that these drugs wert! found in
capsule form in the stcmach of a
Nigerian tourht. With such incidents
coming into light, you can ea~ily imagine the tactks and methods lk ing
employed by these people to cheat the
authorities.
As a result such things
are increasing all ov~r the world.
Sometimes even officials art! found
I can
engaged in such activities.
very well recall an incident in which
an official recovered heroin. and later
on he himself tried to hush up the
case.
Similarly. in an other incident,
opium was dubbed as something else.
I mean to say that such officials of
doubtful credibility should also be
punished. otherwise even the strictest
measures are bound to fail.
Sir. my constitutency is the foremost poppy growing centre in Asia.
therefore I am aware of its problems.
I know thl.! problems of the farmers
I feel that tl.>day the farmer is
also.
in a more problematic ~ituation with
regard to opium.
Right since the
tim~ of the sowing of poppy. the farmer faces a lot of problems bl.!cause
your officials are in collusion with international smugglers and that is why
the farmer has to face the music. I
would like to request the hun. Mini~
ter that the informer who bdps to g.et
arrested the smugglers should be given
special award.
You sh\)uld is~ue
similar instructions to Sta tc Governments also.
So that the stern action
can be taken against these antisocial
The penal code sh0uld
elements.
also be amended if necessary ...
(Interruptions)...
The price issue is
not significant here.
However, it is
al~o important to look tv the disparity
between the price given in black market and that given by the Gcvemment. . What are the compelling circumstances before the farmers leading
to opium cultivation?
This is a

separate issue but I wish that opium
cultivators should be given remunerative prices.
The Bill under discussion has a widl!r subject. This seeks
to ban the proliferation of narcotics
like Heroin, Hashish. Smack and
Brown Sugar.
This Bill is concerned not only with opium but also with
foreign exchange and other materials
and drugs which are smuggled on international level.
To come forward
with any prOVISIon to arrest their
proliferation. will definitely be beneficial.
But side-by-~ide. I would
like to request the Hon'ble Minister
that the opium cultivators should
also be protected and YOti must make
some provision for it.
You can
devise the most stringent laws. if
necessary, to check the proliferation
of social crimes.
This cnsis has
taken an in ternational dimension and
its effect is seen not only in India but
also in the countries like Lanka.
Burma and Thailand etc. According
to a news report. 75(;~ of Americans
are also in its grip. These data show
that this disease has taken. a very
serious turn and nl!eds effective treatment.
I would like to submit that
tbe~e two Bills
were necessary to
make to existing provisions strict so
that such types of social evils may be
eliminated forever.
Again, I would
like to ~av that since the amendments
were moved late, I would like to
request the mover of the amendments
to withdraw the same.
[English]

SHRI A. CHARLES (Trivandrum):
Mr.-neputy Speaker. Sir. I support
the
Prevention of Illicit Traffic
in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances (Amendment) Bill. 1990.
which is now before the House for
discussion. The Bill secks to extend
Section 10 of the Act for further
period of thr~e years. I feel this is a
very necessary legislation.
The control of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs
is one of the major tasks which tho
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Governments all over the world ~re
now facing.
India is. alsl' prod~c~ng
a large quantity of OpJUm b\)tJ:l lICItly
as well as illicitly.
Accordmg to
the Report. in 1987-88 abo~t 50.. MT
of Opium was pruduced III 2..:.,500
hectare
of land.
There was a
reserve of about 2000 MT in that
year. Wc havc sold about. 600 ~1T.
Every year. we are consummg about
100 MT. This has really affected e\ en
the family life in the re~ote villages
and in the cities. Now. different types
of narcotics are available everywhere.
In the cities, parents arc not even
able to send their children to schools
and colleges.
B~ausc. around the
educational institutions also. there
were a lot of facilities available for
getting different kinds of narcotics. in
different forms and children. without
knowing about the ill effects slowly
get them and consume them. So, we
have to take very strong action. But,
unfortunately. most of our efforts an:
against those persons who come from
the lower strata of society and who
are being used by big kingpins.
There wa~ a news item wh ich appeared just a ",eek
back that in
America a special agcnt of the LS
Drug Enforcement Agency was arrested by his colleagues when he was fcund
transporting 26 Kgs. of cocaine for
the drug cartel which h~ was ~up
posed to be fighting. So. the top man
who was supposed to prevent drug
trafficking was
himself one of the
agents who was carrying on the bu~i
ness. In m~t cases, such kingpins
often get escaped. In Trivandram. J
know a specific case, where two boys
were used for the saJe of a !'\roaJl
quantity of opium. Without knowing
the menace, the~ two boys were sent
in an Autorickshaw. There was also
another person. One of the boys was
carrying two small packets. Actually.
the boy does not know what it contains and the police came and stopped
the vehicle. The person who used the
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boys ran away. The children who did
not know what it was, were caught.
This is a case which I personally
know. And surprisingly when it came
to the Court only one packet ~as
there and the other packet was missing. That was taken away by the
police. Quite unfortunately, I!vcn
though these two children. wer~ arr~st
cd and now thc prosecutIOn IS gomg
on. the person who was in the same
Autorickshaw was not arrested. There
was no attempt made to trace him
out. Now effort has been made to
find out the real culprit. So, whatever
be the law. ,,"c have to be very fair
in seeing that the r~al culprits are
booked and stringent punishments arc
given.
Another factor which is there in
the smuggling is this. There are lots
of opportunities in smuggling for making huge protits. By smuggling these
drug~, you can make more profits as
compared to smuggling gold. So that
is one tLmptation. We have to find
out ~(}me way as to h . .)W such a huge
profit ~arning method <:an be stopped
somehow so that the temptation of
smuggling may be limited. There arc
various method~ of smuggling. The
Report:. !'Iho,," that ~vcn shipments
which arc supposed to be carrying
fruits. a major portion of them are
u... cd for carrying or smuggling drugs.
Even the hollOWed kgs of the fumi·
ture are ~tuffcd with smuggled drugs.
Thesc substancc~ arc concealed even
on the side pockets. Even during
imports or exports. ~uch things do occur. So. there a re various methods of
smuggling and we have to find out
such methods and stop them. Anyway _ we have to take stem action
against this sort drug trafficking so
that the future
generation may be
saved from this menace.
J come from Trivandrum and I am
pained to say that the University
C.oJlcge of Trivandrum. i.e. in my
constituency where I have had the
f"dre privilege of studying for four
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years-it was one of the ancient colleges located in Kerala--in 1988. thcr~
was a shocking report. That Report
was published in the Kcrala Gammlzl.
one of the leading dailie~. I n the
front page. th~re was a photograph of
a student of the University College.
who was given an injedion of a p.lfticular drug in th~ bruad day light when
the colkge was going on. Thb is the
state of affairs where w~ have reached.
Unles~. we take very stringent measures to Hnd out the r~al culprits and
give them proper punishment. I am
afraid. the future g~n~rations will be
totally lost. So. 1 fully share the concern of all my colkagu~s who have
spoken earlier and 1 support this Bill
with all strength at my command.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:
what should be done?

But

SHRI
SURYA
NARAYAN
Y ADA V : The alternative and remunerative crop cultivation should be
encouraged.
I would like to demand that you
should take stern action in the matter
and gjv~ rcmun~rative prices for alternative crop~ to ensure better future
for the Farmcr'~ Children. With thcs~
words. I concludc.
SHRI
MAHESHW AR
SINGH
(Mandi) :
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir.
T support the Bills introduced by the
hon. Minister of Finance and also the
views expressed by hon. Shri Jaswant
Singh on

[TrO/l.\~I'ivll]

SHRI
SURYA
NARAYAN
YADAV (Saharsa): Mr. Deputy Speak~ Sir. I support both these Bill ..
introducoo by th~ hon. Minister. The
farmers cultivak opium bc~au~~ of
more mone". But its side cffe.:t~ are
~ ... trcmdy disturbing.. E\'~n the i.:hildn.:n \:on~um~ it and it b eating into
the very baSt: of the SllCid~. Therefore. I would like h.\ point {lOt thal
this menace Cannl)t h' wi(X!d out by
just enacting legislation. Fl~r this. you
will have to cm;ourag..: the famlers to
cultivate some other (,:rops which may
fetch more remuncrati\'~ prices.
With the increasing amount of legislation. the cultivation of opium is a.lso
increasing instead of decreasing. It
means that its cultivation can be
stopped only if proper encouragement
may be given by the Government to

the farmers.
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Mr. Deputy
Spe]ker, as far as
the nar~(lti~ drugs are concerned.
this is no longer a pWb1em of cities
alonl.'. It has reached even the farflung aJea~. You might be aware of
the fact that the people of hilfy rc.
gions are generally honest. labourious
and simp1c. But afkr the advent of
Hippies in these
arcas particularly
in my constituency ............ .
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Maheshwarji. you can speak on this item
tomorrow be..:ause now. it is time for
the Privak Mcmbers' Business.

